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EDITORIAL

CRIMINAL
INJUSTICE

voice an alternative vision ofjustice,
one that is both compassionate and
responsible. Our condemnations of
po~ice?r:utalitymustbeinfo~edby

this VlSton, and by the reality of
people's lives -- people who are surMAY 6, 1991. This morning I woke up rounded by the degrading and paralyzto the horrifying images of people fight- ing fear of crime everyday.
ing in the streets of Washington, DC.
We, as democratic socialists, call
During the night, as official Washing- for a restructuring of the goals and inton slept peacefully nearby, police shot stitutions of our criminal justice system
a young Latino man -· and the commu- at both the national and local levels. We
nity reacted with outrage.
demand that the federal government
The ugly images of police brutality, provide people with the means, finanprojected into our lives so recently by cial and otherwise, to develop commutelevision news, demonstrate moot poign- nity-based solutions to crime. It is only
antly the obscene failure of conserva- when the the police are an integral part
tive "get tough on crime" policies. When of, and responsive to, their communifighting crime means more guns, more ties, that we can begin to solve the
jail cells, and more death penalty execu- problem of police brutality. Police offitions, the government finds itself sup- cers must be representative of the people
porting and even encouraging brutal- they serve; they must speak the lanity. When the Bush administration uses guages of our communities and undera language of violence to condemn crime, stand the traditions and lives of the
and promotes a violent response to crime, people who live there. When people work
it can hardly expect the agents of its in cooperation with the police and their
policies to act any differently.
neighborstoendcrime, notonlydothey
Asourcitiescollapse, impoverished reduce the chances of police brutality,
and brutalized, oonservatives would have but they also regain power within their
us believe that there are but two ap- own lives.
As official Washington slumbers in
proaches to crime: brutal crackdown or
complete leniency. To defeat the pow-1 its shameful complacency, the people of
erful rhetoric of the right, the left must our cities-· working people, poor people

I

-- are fighting and killing one another.
The left was quick to oome up with responsible alternatives to Bush's violent
policies in the Middle East. Now we
must respond with as much urgency to
the brutality at home.
--by SHAKOOR ALJUWANI
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Organizing For More

why

should a predominantly heterosexual socialist organization devote a special section in its magazine to lesbian
and gay politics? Is not the lesbian and gay movement simply
a social movement seeking equal rights through an identity
politics that has little to do with economic justice?
It is difficult to answer these questions in a brief introduction, or even by publishing this special section. Yet I hope
the beginnings of a response do emerge throughout this
issue.
As a gay man who has devoted his political work to
activism primarily, though not exclusively, to struggles outside of the "gay rights movement," I recognize the limitations of identity politics. In different ways, those limitations
have been recognized by the contemporary lesbian and gay
movement since its founding during the Stonewall riots of
1969. The first post-Stonewall political organization, the
Gay Liberation Front, demanded a socialist revolution as the
only way to free lesbians and gay men from the prejudices
and oppressions of straight society. In their efforts to transcend and transform mainstream America, gay liberationists combined cultural and political radicalism. Tensions
surfaced within the movement as activists raised questions
of sexism, the movement's focus on fighting imperialism
versus demanding rights, and the efficacy of countercultural
activism. Rather quickly, these tensions led to a disintegration of gay liberation organizing.
Nor have they disappeared. Recent conflicts within ACT
UP chapters have split those demanding an exclusive focus
on AIDS treatment and those labeled "socialists," who make
connections between the struggle for AIDS treatment and
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Don't Leave Us
Out of The
Equation
Violence Against Gays
And Lesbians
by Claire N. Kaplan

A

pril 23, 1990 was an historic day
in U.S. history. As representatives of
national gay and lesbian organizations
stood witness with other civil rights
groups, George Bush signed the Hate
Crimes Statistics Act into law. It requires the U.S. Department of Justice
(DoJ) to collect data on crimes based on
race, religion, ethnicity and sexual orientation. Subsequently, the DoJ opened
a toll-free nationwide hate crime reporting hotline. These significant victories, the culmination of many years'
work, were not won easily, and are only
the first step toward recognizing the
civil rights of sexual minorities.
Most progressives accept the need
to include anti-gay/lesbian violence in
bate crimes legislation. Yet as long as
homosexuality remains on the fringe of
a broader left analysis, viewed at best as
a private matter or at worst as the
result of bourgeois hedonism, it's easy
to keep the reality of homophobic violence at arm's distance -- an even greater
distance than the more familiar violence perpetrated against women and
racial, ethnic or religious minorities.
A 1987 report, published in the

I

Journal of Interpersonal Violence, on the
criminal justice systern's response to bias /
crime concluded that
"homosexuals are
A Pink Panther Patrol take. baek the night.
probably the most frequent victims of bate violence in the
NY, two men repeatedly stabbed a
U.S." That report was subsequently supgay man, ripping open his chest
pressed by the DoJ. In this era of AIDS,
and then slashing his throat. Witit's easy to forget that homophobia can
nesses had seen them follow the
also be deadly.
man, calling him "faggot" and
The two examples that follow are
" queer." The assailants pleaded
from a 1990 report of the National Gay
guilty to second degree murder.
andLesbianTaskForcePolicyinstitue:
Previously, they had been arrested
for Jocking another gay man in the
On May 13, 1988, Claudia Brentrunk of a car and planning to blow
ner and Rebecca Wright, partners
it up.
of three years, were shot while on a
These are but two examples. Viocamping trip in Pennsylvania. Rebecca died at the scene. Claudia,
lence against sexual minorities ranges
shot in the arm, head, neck and
from subtle harassment to mutilation
face, survived. Stephen Roy Carr
murders. It happens on Appalachian
bad stalked them, watched them
trails, New York streets, in the "safety"
make love, then shot them. He was
of police custody, in homes, workplaces,
convicted of first degree murder
and the so-called "open" environment
and sentenced to life without paof college campuses. A recent National
role, in part because the judge
Gay and Lesbian Task Force report
wouldn't allow the defense to claim
quotes several campus surveys, all of
the women "teased" Carr with their
which had consistent results. Among
sexuality.
gay, lesbian and bisexual student respondents at the University of Massacontinued on page 18
On January 21, 1990 on Staten Is.,
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Activism Seething With Rage
ACT UP Forces the Nation to Confront AIDS
by John D'Emilio
President Bush recently attacked ACT UP, an AIDS activist
group, calling their direct action
tactics "totally counterproductive,"
:ind accusing them of "an excess of
free speech." Not since the days of
SNCC, SDS and the Black Panther
Party in the 1960s has a militant
social change organization received
such acknowledgment.
In the four years since the AIDS
Coalition to Unleash Power (ACT
UP) assembled in New York City,
its activists have repeatedly made
headlines ac~ the country for
their brash actions. They have disrupted the workings of the New
York Stock Exchange, chained
themselves in the headquarters of
AZT producer Burroughs Wellcome, shut
down the offices of the Food and Drug
Administration, and drowned out a
speech by Louis Sullivan, head of the
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. This new breed of activist is not only found in cities with heavy
AIDS caseloads, such as New York, San
Francisco, Boston, and Los Angeles;
among the dozens of ACT UP groups
are chapters in Oklahoma City, Shreveport, Orlando, and Kansas City.
To understand ACTUP's evolution
and impact it must be placed not only in
the context of the epidemic, but in the
context of the gay movement as well. A
late child of the 1960s, gay liberation
gained momentum during the '70s, creating thousands of mostly small and
local organizations. The achievements
of the first decade came less in the areas
oflegislation and public policy, and more
in the realm of culture and social life. In
many cities a visible gay and lesbian
community appeared, bound by a common allegiance to new notions of pride
and public affirmation and by a web of

community institutions -- not just the
commercialized settings of bars, but
movement-generated institutions such
as community centers, bookstores,
churches and synagogues. By the beginning of the '80s, the texture of daily life
had improved profoundly for many lesbians and gay men .

Outspoken Hostility
The political climate, however, was
becoming outspokenly hostile to the demands of gay and lesbian people. The
appearance of the New Right, the election of Ronald Reagan, and the rise of a
new breed of Republican politician, exposed the political weakness of the gay
movement. Its organizations lacked the
size, resources, and influence to affect
the political process in decisive ways.
There were exceptions to this, particularly at the level of municipal politics;
but at the federal and state levels, gay
activists found their access to power
and decision-making under attack by
these powerful new political forces.
This situation -- of urban comrnu-
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I nities that had recently coalesced and a

political movement still finding its way
: -- shaped the initial response of the gay
I community to the AIDS epidemic. When
' AIDS was first identified in the summer of 198 1, the gay community mobilized quickly to provide services for the
sick and to spread information about
the deadly new threat. Within a few
years impressive organizations such as
the Gay Men's Health Crisis in New
York City, AIDS Project-Los Angeles,
and the AIDS Action Committee in
Boston were created, performing herculean tasks. AIDS-service organizations popped up in smaller towns and
cities that had previously seen little gay
activism.
Yet the gay movement of the early
and mid-1980s was frustratingly ineffective atconfrontingthe federal health
bureaucracy. The movement was unable to force the Reagan administration
to launch a full-scale effort to contain
the spread of AIDS and promote the
search for effective treatments and a
cure. Neither could it convince the media
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thatthediseasedeservedattention. The
New York TiTMs, for instance, printed
only seven articles about AIDS in the
first 19 months of the epidemic; by
contrast, it carried 54 articles on the
Tylenol scare in a period of three months.
Asthenumberofdiagnosedcasesmultiplied-- 1300 cases in early 1983, 15,000
by summer 1985, 32, 000 in March 1987
-- the founding of ACT UP became a
political necessity.

No Business As Usual
The catalyst for ACT UP's formation was a speech by Larry Kramer, a
founder of the Gay Men'sHealth Crisis,
at the New York Gay and Lesbian
Community Center in March 1987.His
polemical articles had already healped
to moblize gay activists. In his speech
he blasted the gay community for its political immaturity and attacked the federal bureaucracy's lack of response to
the epidemic. Two days later, 300 activists returned to the community center
and gave birth to ACT UP.
The new direct action group committed to using any means, short of violence, to achieve its initial agenda of
"drugs into bodies." It was amazingly
successful at capturing media attention. Two weeks after its founding, with
the theme of "No Business As Usual,"
ACT UP members blocked morning rush
hour traffic in the Wall Street area,
dangling an effigy of FDA chief Frank
Young above passersby. Anticipating
media coverage of tax day at the main
post office, activists appeared with stark
"Silence=Death" posters, and fliers calling for "tax dollars for AIDS research."
The October 1987 March on Washington, which drew 500,000 demonstrators, provided a time for national networking among direct-action AIDS
activists and for the formation of ACT
UP chapters across the country.
ACT UP's direct action tactics have
led to victories. Its demonstration at
the FDA in October 1988, a national
action the drew thousands, and later
actions at the National Institutes of
Health and the Centers for Disease
Control, have forced changes in the
testing and approval policy for new drugs
and expanded access to experimental
drugs. Its actions have pried money
from state and local governments and

convinced federal bureaucrats and politicians to push for AIDS funding.
But the influence of ACT UP has
extended beyond these concrete policy
changes. Within the gay community, it
has become the conscience of the movement. By demonstrating the effectiveness of militant direct action tactics it
has prodded others to work harder, to
act creatively and to ext.end their spheres
of action. Many AIDS organizations
formerly devoted to providing services
have added public policy advocacy to
their agendas. Mainstream movement
organizations, such as the National Gay
and Lesbian Task Force, have moved
beyond a focus on lobbying, and have
endorsed direct action. And ACT UP
has become a training ground where
thousands of young gay men and lesbians are learning to be political activists.
ACT UP provides the lesbian and
gay community with a broader analysis
of the AIDS epidemic and the roots of
lesbian and gay oppression. Although
access to treatments has remained at
the heart of its politics, the problems
that the epidemic raise push ACT UP to
make wider connections. In targeting
Burroughs Wellcome, ACT UP exposed
the huge corporate profits earned
through a system of government subsidies. To highlight the international
nature of the epidemic, ACT UP also revealed that the giant pharmaceuticals
company invests in South Africa, while
the high price of AZT makes the drug
inaccessible to Africans. Demands for
increased AIDS funding have been
coupled with calls for cuts in defense
spending. And to address the housing
needs of people with AIDS, ACT UP has
formed coalitions with homeless groups.

Systemic Oppression
ACT UP's comprehensive analysis
is beginning to inform the broader gay
and lesbian movement. Not since the
days of radical gay and lesbian liberation in the early 1970s has there been so
much talk about the systemic nature of
oppression and the need for far-reaching change. And not since early gay liberation has there been so much action
in the direction of coalitional politics.
Legislative victories in 1990 -- the Hate
Crimes Statistics Act and the Americans with Disabilities Act -- were pos-
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sible because gay and lesbian organizations tenaciously worked with a host of
other constituencies to achieve mutual
goals. In the past five years, the gay
movement has shifted its emphasis from
a liberal reform agenda calling for equal
rights, to a progressive analysis demanding broad social change.
ACT UP's ability to wrest concessions from a health care bureaucracy
that wraps itself in the mantle of scientific authority has altered other activists' view of the medical establishment.
Cancer and Alzheimer's disease activists have acknowledged the influence of
ACT UP on their organizing strategies.
The strain of the AIDS epidemic on the
nation's health care infrastructure, along
with ACT UP's challenge to the system,
is contributing to mounting demands
for comprehensive reform, including calls
for a national health care system.

Shocking Images
The strong commitment of ACT
UP members comes from the immediacy of the life-and-death issues many of
them face. The organization's success
is due to its openness to new members,
its thorough articulation ofcomplex scientific and policy issues, its use of shocking images that capture media attention, and the willingness ofits members
to put their bodies on the line. ACT UP
brings to its work a sense of outrageous
humor that is distinctively gay and lesbian. When District of Columbia police,
wearing yellow latex gloves to "protect" them.selves from infection, arrested
activists outside the third International
AIDS Conference, a group of ACT UP
demonstrators chanted, "Your gloves
don't match your shoes/You'll see it on
the news!" Surrounded by sickness and
death and seething with rage, ACT UP
members recognize that collective political action is also about community,
empowerment, and the celebration of
I human strength and resilience. Amid
the grief and mourning they haven't
forgotten how to laugh. +

John D'Emilio has written widely on
the gay movement and the history of
sexuality. He teaches at the University
ofNorth Carolina in Greensboro and is
co-chair of the board of the National
Gay and Lesbian Task Force.
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Struggling From Within
All Interview With Urvashi Vaid
U
rvashi Vaid, Executive Director
of the National Gay and Lesbian Task
Force (NGLTF), is a longtime feminist
activist and community organizer. Her
involvement in the gay and lesbian movement spans more than a decade. Vaid,
an attorney, has worked for prisoners'
rights and has written extensively on
prisoners with AIDS and HN.
The NGLTF struggles for gay and
lesbian liberation and for broad social
change through lobbying, grassroots organizing and public education.
Denwcra.ti.c Left talked to Vaid about
the persistent discrimination gay and
lesbian activists face in the progressive
movement and about the possibility for
creating broader movements that respect the lives of gay and lesbian people.

Democratic Left: What is the mission
of the National Gay and Lesbian Task
Force?
Urvashi Vaid: The Task Force is a
unique institution in the gay and lesbian political movement, because it's
the one with the broadest vision of social change. It was founded in 1973 at a
time when there was no national membership gay and lesbian organization.
We exist to do two things, to eliminate
prejudice and discrimination based on
sexual orientation, and to build a movement for social change. As part of our
mission statement we have a commitment to ending racism, sex.ism and other
systems of oppression.
In 1980, the Task Force opened a
field office in Washington, and began
the work of establishing relationships

between the gay community and our allies in the civil rights
and labor movements. It.'s important
for people to remember how new our history is -- how recent
the organizing and
interactions between
the gay community
and other communities are. Because gay
people have been so
stigmatized and so
disregarded by the
left, the fact that we
are sitting here having this interview today, and the fact that
the Task Force has
the visibility and the
Urvashi Vaid
stature that it does
today, is really quite remarkable.
D.L.: What are some of the problems
lesbians and gays continue to face when
they work in progressive organizations
and coalitions?
U.V.: The biggest problem is that the
left is not above the homophobia that
pervades our culture. It's carried by all
of us, just as racism and sexism are
carried by all of us in some ways. And
progressive institutions -- even if they
have non-discrimination clauses in their
mission statements -- don't necessarily
understand the nuances of heterosexism.
And so when gay people work in the
labor movement, or the peace movement or the women's movement, we
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have experiences such as this: "Well, we
support equal rights for gay people, but
that's not what we're here to talk about
-- we're here to talk about housing,
we're here to talk about peace." But
there are gay and lesbian perspectives
on each of these issues. We have experiences of discrimination thnt nre particular, and should be aired in these forums.
The left has a long history of problems in dealing with the lavender question, and dealing with sexuality in general.

D.L.: What should the broader left do
tobreakdown the barriers that exist between our organizations?
U. V.: It's critical for non-gay left insti-
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It's critical for non-gay
left institutions to learn about
the lesbian and gay movement.

tutions to talk about the issues, to learn
about what the gay movement is up to,
and what the problems are that lesbians and gay men face today. There are
many opportunities for alliance around
specific issues. There are many coalitions -- on AIDS policy, on anti-violence
issues, on family issues -- that progressive organizations should participate in
with us. There is a lot of work that's
happening in the gay movement-- work
that's being led by the gay movement.
So there are many opportunities for
coalition and alliance with us.

D.L.: Are there particular problems that
are faced by women and people of color
who are also fighting for gay and lesbian rights?
U.V.: The gay community itself is not
immune from sexism and racism. The
gay community is in fact not a community, but a series of communities united
by the experience of oppression because
of our sexual orientation . We are African American people, Latino/Latina
people, Asian Americans, Pacific Islanders, Native Americans, white, men,
women; we are sexual minorities within
our own community, the leather community, the S&M community, the transsexual community, the transvestite
community. There is a tremendous diversity within what is commonly called
"the gay and lesbian community.• Sometimes it's a miracle that we actually
coalesce as a movement, because we are
so diverse.
But there's a fascinating process
underway within the gay and lesbian
movement. We are engaged in developing a diversity politics, a politics that respects difference and allows us to work
together. The institutions of our community are changing because women
and people of color are rising to posi-

tions of power in those institutions. I'm
the first woman of color to run a major
national gay and lesbian organization.
My being here is not a historical accident, it's part of a process within this
organization ofopening up and oftransformation, a process of broadening the
vision and the mission of this organization to be more inclusive. As women
and people of color come into this organization, we bring a multi-issue agenda
into the gay movement.
We're not a single issue movement

through -- about havingto pay $10,000
for AZT treatment, or just being sick
and not having any transportation to
get to the doctor. You know, basic stuff.
So, it's very personal to lesbians and
gay men today.
The experience of living with AIDS
for many gay and bisexual men, and the
experience of women who have been
fighting for a longtime for a more equitable health care system, has led the gay
community to support national health
care. There are a number of proposals
floating around Washington, and we in
the gay movement are analyzing them
and developing positions on them. And
we are getting involved in the broad national health care reform coalitions that
are forming.

D.L.: I understand that ACT UP New
York has called for a national health
care march in the spring of 1992.
U.V.: Yes, that's very exciting. My vi-

There's no gay person
who does not live in
fear of losing his or her
health insurance.

anymore -- we're not just a movement
for gay civil rights. We are becoming a
movement for liberation -- for broad
progressive change.

I

sion is that it would be a truly broad coalition -- the kind of coalition effort that
I have yet to see -- where gay and lesbian people, people with AIDS and lflV,
unions, feminist groups, health care
people, all would be sitting around the
table and producing this national demonstration that would speak to all of the
constituencies. No one would be put to
the back of the bus. So, that's very
exciting. If that can happen, it would be
really wonderful. +

D.L.. : The gay and lesbian movement
has been at the forefront of the movement for national health care reform. Is
there a potential to create a truly diverse coalition around this struggle?
U.V.: Yes, there's a tremendous alliance that can come together around
that issue. There's a tremendous potential for making connections to the specific struggles of gay people. There's no Ginny Coughlin, DSA's Assistant to the
gay person who does not live in fear of National Directer, interviewed Uruashi
looing his or her health insurance. There's Vaid for Democratic Left. She worlud
no gay person who doesn't have a horror with the NGLTF Anti-Violence Project
story that his or her friends have gone as a student at Temple University.
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Undocumented Aliens in
the Queer Nation
Reflections on Race and Ethnicity
in the Lesbian and Gay Movement
by Charles Fernandez

tinker with it in order to reclaim -- as an out, proud gay
man or lesbian -- his or her
rightful position of privilege.
Richard Mohr argues that
coalition politics - engaging substanti vely in common struggle
against sexism, racism, or classism - is fundamentally a drain
on the lesbian and gay movement. That some gays might
be obliged to struggle against
racism, or sexism or class oppression is
a fact neither Mohr nor perhaps most
movement leaders are in any way concerned with; those are, as he points out,
the struggles of other groups, not of
gays.

Reflected in the general public's
image of the typiCtll homosexual, in the
lesbian and gay media's depiction of its
target audience, in the movement's
agenda and strategics, in the academy's
methodology and theorizing, and in the
lesbian and gay community's own selfunderstanding, is this movement's subject and protagonist: a white and middle
class person. This typical gay subject
defines herself or himself exclusively in
opposition to the category of heterosexual. Both personal and communal identity are constituted by this opposition,
and the political action resulting from
that identity is against homophobia and
heterosexism. The struggle against these The Invisible Queer
These views effectively stunt the
twin oppressions becomes the primary
agenda of that person's movement for full participation of those among us
liberation or, all too often, assimilation . whose personal and political ideologies
That central subject of the gay are defined by more than just opposimovement exists in sole opposition to a tion to heterosexuality; and it robs the
heterosexual category, but he is not lesbian and gay movement of sorely
defined merely by his opposition to that needed allies. Norma Alarcon has arcategory. Race and class are as deeply gued that "the inclusion of other anaembedded in his identity as is his sexu- lytical categories such as race and class
ality. (Gender privilege is also a large becomes impossible for a subject whose
part of that subject's identity, but I have consciousness refuses to acknowledge
chosen to focus this piece on the dynam- that 'one becomes a woman' in ways
ics of race and class, in which too many that are much more complex than in a
white middle class lesbians share asimi- simple opposition to men. In cultures in
lar position as their mnle counterparts.) which 'asymmetric race and class relaIn challenging the power dynamics of tions are a central organizing principle
heterosexism, the gay movement's sub- of society,' one may also 'become a
ject remains profoundly invested in the woman' in opposition to other women."
power and privilege that accrues to him Similarly, by building an identity excluor her by not challenging the dynamics sively around sexuality and developing
of race and class. Tn fnct~ much of his a political agenda that either excludes
activism seems predicated on that privi- or subordinates other oppressions, the
leged status, as she or he seeks not to lesbian and gay movement has nartransform an oppressive society, but to rowly construed its primary subject. In
DEMOCRATIC LEFT
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disregarding the concerns of people of
color and our agendas, it effectively dismisses us as subjects of this movement.
We are rendered invisible even as
our differences are touted as examples
of the colorful diversity of our gay and
lesbian community. The lesbian and gay
movement has been unwilling to explore a more substantive understanding of "diversity,'' one which would
compel an examination of its collective
assumptions about rnoe and class. When
the movement and I weren't ignoring
my ethnicity or my class background,
we were exotic1zing it, trivializing it,
and evading the personal and political
implications of my and our multiple
subjectivities.
The agenda of the early gay liberation movement was to transform society and, in the process, liberate a safe
social space for lesbians and gay men.
But what was originally intended as a
metaphor, "social space," meaning the
freedom to live openly gay lives, became
concretized in the gay ghettoes of our
major cities. The movement's understanding of "space" has evolved along
with the community's changing sense
of itself as a "people" ora "tribe." Now
that quest for social space has been
taken n step further in its development
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are measured against I
groups battling for p
our society: Africat.
nas/Latinos, Asians n
ers, Native AmeriC3n
There is, of cou
difference between tl
reality of white ethnic

•munities of color in this country: it detennine political discourse and
force of hundreds of years of geno- strategy, or the possibility for radical
" slavery, colonization, imperialism political change? What impact does it
' racial hatred. In that context it's have on the possibility for coalescing
1bling to witness a white-dominated with communities of color, or engaging
·ement compare its gains and griev- substantively with them in the struggle
for lesbian and gay liberation? These
H s to those of communities of color
are
some of the questions I have asked
1t out examining its own dynamics of
myself as I juggle the seemingly irrei .~ and class. But it is when that
vement actively competes against ducible demands of structuring my
h ise communities of color, as it is in- political commitments. One possible
'8Singly doing, that its race and class explanation may lie in the fact that
, umptions are most distressingly re- fractious disenfranchised groups competing in the marketplace of rights,
aled.
representation and privileges pose no
great danger to the hegemonic political
Claiming Victim Status
and
social systems which oppress us all.
Against the assertion that commuPart
of the problem may lie in the
t es ofcolor have endured centuries of
talizing racism, one could well ar- role identity politics has played in the
discourse of contemporary politics, inP that homosexuals have fared no
tter. It is difficult to navigate this cluding those of the lesbian and gay
movement. While identity politics has
1 ique without becoming beached on
'barren rocks of ranked oppressions. illuminated new areas of human expet one cannot help but appreciate the rience ripe for politicization, taken to
ny of a white-led movement that has the extreme it has resulted in a fraggely banished concerns with racism mentation of subjects. It has deadm its discourse using the stigma of ended in an over-emphasis on identity
and ethnicity as legitimating tools. and personal development instead of
Perhaps this travesty speaks to the political values like liberation, justice
an and gay movement's complete and solidarity. It may, perhaps, be unire to clearly communicate its po- reasonable for me to hope to find
'11 message in tenns of sexuality, myself as a Latino in the lesbian and
orting instead to the discourse of gay movement. But it is not unreason·• and ethnicity. Perhaps this in itself able to demand that the movement inea ks to the role of racialized subjects elude my concerns if it expects my supour society as among the most visibly port and participation. One may hope
marked" of victims -- and our over- that a more integrated analysis of what
helming tendency to engage in politi- it means to be gay or lesbian will help
action by claiming victim status. spawn a movement that recognizes
rhaps a white-dominated movement, multiple subjects and the necessity to
rticularly one so concerned with move toward liberation across a greater
visibility" that some of its (white) spectrum of struggles. <•
l<lers have in the past wished for a
ki n color'' that would readily identify Charlie Fernandez is a Latino gay achem as gay, would naturally seek the tivist living in New York City. He cooruk" and the victimization that dinates the Funding Exchange's OUT
inority" status ostensibly confers. Fund for Lesbian and Gay Liberation.
i perhaps it should come as no sur1 "' that disenfranchised whites should
This article is a reuised version of a
ck empowerment at the expense of paper presented at the N Annual usm1unities of color: such was the tactic bian, Gay and Bisexu11.l Studies Conferpted by white suffragettes vis-a-vis ence at Harvard Uniuersity in 1990 and
can-Americans during the first wave an article published in OUT/LOOK
"minism earlier this century.
magazine, a lesbian and gay quarterly
When the gay and lesbian commu- For a one-year subscription please send
~mhraces an ethnic self-understand- $18 to OUT/LOOK, 2940 16th Street,
.Yho ultimately benefits? How does 1 Suite 319, San Francisco, CA 94103.
FT
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A Struggle of the Spirit
Lesbian and Gay Communities of Faith
by Rev. Will Leckie

I

the better in our world. And so we stayed,

believing that love in the midst of hate
I would
be vict.orious.

for gay and lesbian rights within the
Episcopal church, advised his candidates
for holy orders in 1990 to "go back int.o
the closet for now, until the [backlash of
reaction] has passed."
With good reason lesbian, gay and
bisexual people are skeptical about the
church. We have seen it give with one

However, as mainline congregations
n the lat.e 1960s and '70s, lesbi- dwindled in size and relevance in the
ans, gays, and bisexuals began corning 1980s, panic set in, and hostility t.o lesout in mainline churches, insisting on bians and gays surfaced first. Those
our right t.o be "included at the table of denominations with affirming stateGod" from which we had
been excluded for so long.
As we became more aware
of the need t.o be personally involved in struggles
(or justice and liberation
on a global level, lesbian
and y;iy people realized that
to keep our personal lives
hidden and secret left us
vulnerable to the abuses
of unchecked power. Our
insist.ence on being visible
was met with resistance,
then some grudging acceptance. But the eighties set
us back, so that t.oday we
face a violent anti-gay and
lesbian backlash sanctioned by an increasingly
vocal and politically selfrighteous conservative minority.
The
mainstream
churches' struggles with
the "issue," each of them LesbiaM and gay_men hold an Easter 11ervice outside St. Patrick 'a_Cathedral in New York.
.11.mgto hand an d ta kewit
eventually making some
. h .
· h t h eoth er. we h ave
1.
_ i.._ t : mentsmt e1rpo1tywerenotw1
sort of embattled publicstatement cwuu
1
•
•
"th · ht f h
als t
. t,, place openly gay or lesbian candidates learned the hard way not t.o trust an
. he1rc
. h urches. "The 1SSue
·
· too h ot, " institution that seems more concerned
h 1.e1 ng
"l · o th omosexu
·
d h of exlSth,
mt
1s
~ e ovmg e smner an a mg e said one United Church of Christ Con- with its own survival than with the
sm." One or two even called for open af11
1·n 1988. "There are no doingofJ·ustice • Wehavebegunreth1.nkfinnation of and the ordination oflesbi- "'erence "";nister
....
ans and gays.
gay or lesbian people in [that] congre- ing what church means. Churches that
gation," said one Presbyt.erian, assum- are safe for lesbian, gay, bisexual, and
Many of us remained within the
denominational structures, unwilling to ing that lesbian and gay people could all people in solidarity with us are
give up our church t.o small-minded minister only to lesbian and gay people. emerging in new denominations (the
Fear of losing political power in an Metropolitan Community Churches), as
reactionaries, for the church had been a
atmosphere of increasing conservatism churches ousted from mainline denomipladce whberecedwe hthad beenl'ttaugfht al~ut, motivated some leaders to retreat. One nations (primarily Lutheran and Methan em ra , e rea 1 y o a ovmg
·
· I
"' 1 b.lSh op, wh o h a d beenan ·msastent
voice
continued on page 19
power tha t worked t owa rd ch ange ,or
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DSAcTION
RESOURCES
Pride at Work: Organizing for Lesbian and Gay Rights in Unions, by

• Crisis!, a video presentation on the
American health care system (21 minutes) is available in VHS format from
Families USA for $25. Send check or
money order payable to Families USA
Foundation, Attn: Barbara Camp~ll,
1334 G St., NW, Third Floor, Washmgton, DC 20005.

Miriam Frank and Desma Holcomb of
New York City's Lesbian and Gay Labor Network.Over 70 pages of information on non-discrimination clauses, building lesbian and gay rights com~ittees
Health PAC Bulletin, published by
in unions, organizing for domestic partthe Health Policy Advisory Center,
ner benefits and AIDS education, servreports on the U.S. health care system
ices and health & safety. Individual copies
from an informed activist point of view.
are $5, plus $1 for postage and hanIt serves as a unique progressive voice
dling; bulk orders (10 or more) are $3
for changing consciousness on health
plus $3 per 10 for postage. Send check
priorities and challenging a "medicalor money order payable to Lesbian &
indusrial complex" to provide decent,
Gay Labor Network, Box 1159, Peter
affordable care. Subscriptions are by
Stuyvesant Station, NY, NY 10009.
$35 membership for individuals. Send
to Health PAC, 17 Murray Street, NY,
Join the new DSA National Lesbian/
NY 10007.
Gay/Bisexual Commission and receive
the commission's newsletter, Socialism
Organizing For Social Change: A
and Sexuality. Annual membership is
Manual For Activists in the 1990s, by
$15 $20 for two or more people at one
Steve Max, Jackie Kendall and
add~. Suscriptions alone to Social- DSA'er
Kim Bobo of the Midwest Academy.
ism. and Sexuality are $8/year (four isAvailable at the DSANational Office.
sues). Send checks payable to "Chicago
Call (212) 962-0390.
DSA" to DSA LGB Commission, c/o
Chicago DSA, 1608 N.
Milwaukee #403, Chicago, IL 6064 7.

r----------------

: Order Your DS Man

OUT: A Fund for Lesbian and Gay Liberation, a new program of
the Funding Exchange,
will support projects that
are organizing against
homophobia and heterosexism, identifying connections between these
and other oppressions,
and working to forge
coalitions and take action on these issues. For
information about seeking a grant or making a
donation,call(212)5295300.

The Spring issue of the Activist, the
journal of the DSA Youth Section, features articles on feminist health care,
needle-exchange programs, the student
peace movement and an interview with
Billy Bragg. To get your copy, or to
receive bulk copies for distribution, call
us at (212) 962-0390. Keep up with the
student movement for democratic socialism -- subscribe to the Activist. Send
$5 for three issues to DSA, 15 Dut.ch
Street, #500, NY, NY 10038.

SAVE THE DATE
The DSA Convention, the broadest
policy-making body of the organization,
will meet in Chicago November 8-11.
Join an extraordinary group of activists
to decide DSA's upcoming course.
DSA's Commission on Religion and
Socialism and its publication, Religious
Socialism will sponsor an ecumenical
conferenc~ "New Visions for the Religious Left" in Washington DC, May31J une 2, at the Hotel Harrington. For
information contact
Jack Spooner at (717)
766-2114.

~Now

And Get A Special Spring Discount
Just $2 each!

D
D

Solidarity: A Labor Support Manual for Young Activists

D

DSA Youth Section Organizing Manual

Reproductive Freedom Organizing Guide

NAME------------:---------

CITY/STATE/lrP - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Return to: DSA, 15 Dutch St., #500, NY, NY 10038.
.J
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The 16th annual
Summer Youth Conference will be held at
Cleveland State University, August 22-25. The
conference is a time to
meet student and youth
activists from around
the country who share
common ooncerns about
racisil\, access to education, rights of working people, the environment, feminism, and
gay and lesbian liberation. For information
call (212) 962-0390 .

On April 23, DSA brought together a crowd of
over 800 at the Riverside Church in New York City to
hear Billy Bragg, Pete Seeger, Gretchen Reed, Robin
Holcomb, and Kate and Anna McGarrigle. Amid the
stunning atmosphere of the church, the perfomers
entertained and inspired the audience with songs
and stones of the struggle for social justice. DSA'er
Rafael PiRoman ser"ed as Master of Ceremonies and
Manhattan Borough President Ruth Messinger introduced the event The concert was sponsored by
Youth For Jobs, Peace and Freedom, a project of the
Institute for Democratic Socialism and the DSA Youth
Section
The following night in St. Louis, Billy Bragg
sported a DSA T-shirt on stage and spoke highly of
DSA dunng the concert. "It was great exposure for
DSA," said David Nibert of the St. Louis Local.

Billy Bragg perform• hu ver•ion of "I DrMmed I
Saw Joe HUl La.al Night," a tribute to PhU Ocm.
',"

Pete Seeger .ang wUh
an entourage of guat
per(ormen, ineluding

Gretchen Reed, a
gospel •Inger.
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by Harry Fleischman

ILLINOIS
Chicago DSA endorsed Cook
County Commissioner Danny
Davis's unsuccessful bid to wrest
the Chicago mayoralty from Richard Daley. The Northern Illinois University DSA chapter cosponsored a well-attended teachin on the Persian Gulf war. Speakers included DSA'er J. Hughes,
editor of the Eco-Socialist Review, the newsletter ofDSA's Environmental Commission. NIU
DSA has drummed up a great deal
of debate on campus with a weekly
newsletter, Our Times.

Yanarella and Richard Mitchell. Activists gathered for some
socialist socializing at a potluck
dinner and video night featuring
"Born on the Fourth of July."

MARYLAND
Baltimore DSA activists report
that they are attracting new
members to DSA and are working
to reinvigorate the progressive oommunity in the wake of the Persian
Gulf war. The local sponsored a
workshop on democratic socialism
at the American Friends Youth
Awareness program and are campaigning for union organizer
Robert Simpson's bid for city
council. Activists here have joined
the local Jobs With Justice campaign for national health care.

CALIFORNIA
John Beauchamp, ofDSAand
Health Access, spoke at a San
Diego DSA forum on the prospects for national health care reform and the health care agenda
in California.
At a Valley DSA event, Leo
KENTUCKY
Whitaker discussed Gary Wills's
Central Kentucky DSA held a
new book, Under God: Religion
SUoo:!SSful
membership meeting and
and American Politics. Duane
forum
on
"The
Aftermath of War:
Campbell, chairofSacramento
America and the World," with
DSA and the Anti-Racism ComMASSACHUSETTS
speakers Ann Patterson, Ernie
mission of DSA was
Activists in Boston
elected co-chair of the
DSA
put together a sucHealth Care Action
cessful
Spring School,
Committee of the Sacwith
Noam
Chomsky
ramento Central Laspeaking
on
"U.S.
Forbor Council. SacraPolicy
in
a
Changeign
mento DSA has put
ing World" and Michael
together a Health Care
Miller, of Mrusachusetts
Committee to assist
Health
Care For All,
the Labor Council
DSA made quite a
on Multicultural Coalition
teaching
a session on
committee's health
Building with former DSA
splash at the April Socialist
health
care
activism. The
care organizing.
Field Organizer Shakoor
Scholars Conferenoo in New
Spring
School
also inAljuwani and Vernice Miller
York City. With twoofthe
cluded
an
"Introduction
of the Center for Constitumost popular panels, a reDISTRICT
OF
to Democratic Socialtional Rights. At our recepception that attracted over
ism"
taught by Tom
COLUMBIA
tion,
Corne}
West,
Frances
200 people, a lively literaGallagher,
cllair of BosWilliam WinpisinFox Piven, Bogdan Denitch
ture table and a ~oasy ~
ton DSA.
ger, former President
and Michael Lighty gave
that borrowed from Madiof the International Asconvincing pitches for joinson Avenue, DSA projected
sociation of Machinists
MICHIGAN
both its seriousness and
ing DSA and inspiration to
and DSA Honorary
current members.
sense of humor.
Electoral politics and
Chair, addressed the
If you haven't already,
DSA's panel on •Mulnational health care
question "Can Labor
ticulturalism and the Left"
be sure to cbeck out the nowhave been the activism
Save the Democrats?"
famous DSA Counterhewith Barbara Ehrenreich,
focus for Ann Arbor
at DC/Maryland/
C.Omel West and Jim Sleeper
gemony ad starring Frances
DSA The local DSA PoNorthern Virginia
was the hit of the conferFox Piven and Bogdan Denlitical Action CommitDSA's 1991 Spaghetti
ence. Our panel on "Socialitch. "When your politics
tee here has been camDinner and Forum.
ist Perspectives on Health
are more than posturing...
paigning for progresDSA Vice Chair
Care,• with Victor Sidel and
DSA classics!" Congratulasives running for mayor
Bogdan Denitch was
tions to Bogdan Denitch and
Linnea C.SPJB attracted over
and city council. The
featured at a March fo100 activists. New York City
CUNY DSA for putting it
local has been working
rum on "Socialism and
DSA organized a thoughtall together.
in coalition with other
the New World Order."
provoking panel discussion
--G. C.

When Your Politics Are
More Than Posturing
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groups around universal
health care. DSA'er Perry
Bullard, a State Representative, spoke at a DSA forum on universal health care
in Michigan.

NEW JERSEY
Cornel West, DSA Honorary Chair and director of
Princeton University's African-American Studies Program was profiled in the
Christian Science Monitor.
Harry Fleischman, former
national secretary of the Socialist Party and biographer
of Norman Thomas met with
Princeton DSA to discuss
the life of Norman Thomas.
NEW YORK
Ithaca DSA sponsored a
discussion entitled "Voices
America Misunderstood:
Middle Eastern Attitudes on
the Gulf War," with Cornell
professor Shibley Telhami.
Nassau DSA's successful
Saturday seminars continued in March and April with
Patrick Kelly speaking on
the new Germany and Bill
Spinrad discussing a new political agenda for the United States.
The Long Island Progressive
Coalition held a forum on the
Gulf war featuring Noam
Chomsky.
New York City DSA welcomed
many new and old members with
its Introduction to Democratic Socialism featuring Jim Chapin,
Mark Levinson, Bogdan Denitch and Joanne Barkan. In its
second course, the New York City
DSA's School for Democratic Socialism explored the health care
crisis and socialist alternatives with
Oliver Fein, Ronda Kotelchuck,
Sid Socolar and Linnea Capps.
The City University or New
York -- Graduate Center DSA
organized a forum entitled "The

A Latino Health Care Agenda
Developed by the DSA Latino Commission

1. Establish neighborhood health centers with bilingual outreach to bring
prenatal care and nutrition education
to the Latino community.
2. Provide quality health care for all
children.

8. Remove all citizenship and residency
requirements for emergency he.a.Ith care,
particularly for children.
7. Expand drug rehabilitation clinics
and associated services.

3. Provide childcare with bilingual professionals trained in health care techniques.

8. Provide adequate scholarship monies to increase the number of bilingual
Latino nurses, nurse practitioners,
paramedical workers and doctors.

4. Provide free, well-balanced nutrition
programs for all children in schools, including breakfasts.

9. Develop medicorp programs to provide health care for migrant workers
and others in rural areas.

5. Allocate new funding for emergency
health services in all areas. Bilingual
professionals should be on staff in appropriate areas.

1O. Establish a new approach to rural
health care, including the prevention
and treatment of pcsticide-relnted illnesses.

Uncertain Future of the Middle
Class" with DSA Honorary Chair
Barbara Ehrenreich, Mark Levinson and Fred Siegal.

Omo
Cleveland DSA'ers continue to
work for universal health care in
their state. Local activists are
helping to plan the Summer Youth
Conference at Cleveland State
University. Columbus DSA's Bob
Fitrakis has become a local hero
for his creative electoral campaigning and anti-war organizing.
PENNSYLVANIA
The International Women's Day
Awards Party of Pittsburgh DSA
honored Joni Rabinowitz, a longtime anti-hunger community or-

ganizer with Just Harvest. She was

a founding member of the New
American Movement in the 1970s
and DSA in the early 1980s. Pittsburgh activists report that their
film screening and discussion of
"Berkeley in the '60s" was very
well attended.
Philadelphia DSA held two
recent forums, one on the anti-war
movement and another on socialist-feminism. Philly DSA'ers are
also campaigning for progressive
city council candidates.
Reading DSA members Alice
Swoyer-Smolkowicz and Darlington Hoopes are candidates
for a commission to study the Berks
County government. Activists are
pulling out all the stops to organize
DSA'er Mark Smolkowicz's run
for city council.

,..
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Guillermo Ungo Remembered.
by Patrick Lacefield

Short in stature, balding and eternally clad in a three-piece suit (bulletproof vest sometimes optional, more
often not), my friend Guillermo U ngo
seldom fit the picture folks have of a
revolutionary. OpportunHies to strike
heroic poses were few and far between
Neither was fire-breathing rhetoric
exactly his forte. When I received the
call that be had passed away from a
heart attack in a Mexico City hospital,
shy of his 60th birthday, I thought oddly
enough of Victor Laszlo, the Czechoslovak anti-fascist leader played by Paul
Henreid in the movie Casablanca.
"Welcome back to the fight," the
much-travelled Laszlo says to burntout case Humphrey Bogart. "This time
I know our side will win." Guillermo
Ungo's hope and optimism, like that of
the fictional Laszlo, saw him through
difficult years in exile -- another round
of meetings and airplane trips, cajoling
a government official here and stitching together a fragile coalition there.
He died of natural causes -- an unusual
way for a Salvadoran democrat and
radical to go -- just ten days before the
legislative election that would have made
him a member of the National Assembly.
I met Guillermo Ungo on my first
trip to El Salvador in 1979, only months
before the young officers coup that would
elevate him to the governing junta in
Octoberofthatyear. When, after three
months, he saw that hard-line elements
in the military were determined tocarry
on the repression and stonewall any
significant reforms, he resigned and
stepped into the opposition. When the
entireexecutivecommitteeoftbeopposition Democratic Revolutionary Front
(FDR) was captured in broad daylight,

killed and mutilat.ed by Salvadoran army
units in November of 1980, Guillermo
Ungo assumed the presidency of the
FDR. Forced into exile by the repression, he logged more air miles than I,
with my fear of flying, like to think
about -- pleading the case for a regime
ofsocial justice in El Salvador, for a halt
to U.S. intervention, and for a negotiated political settlement. He was a fre-

• •

a politician. That is to say, he understood that politics is a question ofpower
as well as ideals -- understood through
bitter experience. While critical of the
guerrillas of the Farabundo Marti Liberation Front (FMLN) at many turns - his democratic socialist values being
only one difference -- he nevertheless
defended the FDR's political alliance at
a time when U.S. policymakers sought

Ungo seldom fit the picture
folks have of a revolutionary.
quent speaker at Democratic Socialists
of America gatherings -- most recently
the DSA National Board meeting last
November in San Francisco -- and he
and I broke bread together often at
meetings of the Socialist International,
of which he was a Vice-President.
In March of 1989, Ungo launched
his presidential campaign in El Salvador under the banner of the newly-formed
Democratic Convergence coalition. For
the last three weeks of the campaign, I
often rode "shotgun" -- not quite literally but not quite figuratively -- as he
pressed the flesh in urban markets and
dusty, sun-baked aldeas. At one stop,
Santa Elena, be recalled how he and
Jose Napoleon Duarte had campaigned
there in 1972 when they were, respectively, candidates for the vice-presidency
and the presidency of the Unified National Opposition (UNO). On that occasion, the military intervened to deprive
Ungo and Duarte of their rightful victory. Our State Department was pointedly uninterested, noting in a memo
that both candidates were "leftists."
If Ungo was an idealist, he was also
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to separate democrats such as he and
Ruben Zamora from the FMLN. How
odd that the State Department would
ask what use the FMLN would have for
democrats like Ungo if they came to
power while ignoring the consequences
Jose Napoleon Duarte suffered by his
Faustian pact with the army and with
U.S. policy.
It is ironic that Guillermo U ngo did
not live to see the strong showing by his
Democratic Convergence in Salvador's
March 10 legislative balloting. Despite
frauds and irregularities that cut heavily into the opposition vote, the Convergence boosted its percentage from less
than four percent to nearly 13 percent,
winning eight deputies -- the first representation of the Salvadoran left in
the Assembly since the beginning of the
war. The Convergence established itself as the third political force in the
country and finished second to the rightist ARENA party in the capital, San
Salvador. For the first time, elections
were not counterposed to negotiations
but seen as consistent with them. Also
for the first time, the FMLN did not

MAY/JUNE 1991

Guillermo Ungo addresses a Democratie Convergence rally before the 1989 election.a.

• •

. Amid Hope For Peace In El Salvador

seek to obstruct the balloting. ARENA,
despite a multi-million dollar campaign,
saw its vote drop ten points to 44 percent and lost its majority in the Assembly. The abstention rate, however, was
nearly half. Opposition spokespeople
claim that at least 15 percent of the
people could not vote due to election
irregularities and incompetencies. Since
ARENA voters can be counted on to
turn out, due to their relatively higher
incomes, opposition successes in the
future will rest on higher turnouts.
In addition, as I pen this, the Salvadoran government and the FMLN are
sitting down to twenty consecutive days
of negotiations in Mexico City under
the auspices of the United Nations.
Sticky issues remain, first of all, on the
reduction in numbers and power of the
Salvadoran army and the establishment
of a board to examine officers' human
rights records. Reform of the judicial
system and of the electoral system also

are on the table. So, too, are the details
of any cease-fire. The challenge faced
by all parties is to craft an agreement
that allows the country's political differences, as vast as ever, to be played

"Welcome back
to the fight,"
Laszlo says.
"This time I
know our side
will win."
out in the political instead of the politico-military arena. The Democratic
Convergence and the FMLN will be
looking for guarantees that protect their
right to organize and grow. The Convergence, in particular, now has the
political space to lose an election. The
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question for the future, magnified by
the ARENA fraud in the recent balloting, is whether the powers-that-be and
the United States will guarantee the
right of the Convergence, someday, to
win.
If peace does indeed come to troubled little El Salvador, it will be in no
small part due to the efforts of Guillem10 U ngo, of Hect.or Oqueli (murdered
last year by death squads in Guatemala), and their compatriots gone but
not forgotten. I can picture my friend
Guillermo with his Monsignor, Archbishop Oscar Romero, kicking back with
their favorite Scotch t.o toast a settlement while looking down from on high.
Rest In Peace Guillermo. Father and
husband. Democratic socialist. Son of
El Salvador. +

Patrick LacefieUI, a longtime DSA 'er,
is AssociaU! Director at the Commission
on U.S.-Latin American Relations.
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in the NGLTF study were also influ- 1 rassedhiscrony,OrrinHatch,whosupenced by the fear that their sexual iden- ported the legislation. It passed by a
tities would be made public, bringing vote of92-4. The DoJ, however, hardly
chusetts, for example, 45% had been the usual consequences: loss of jobs, a friend to sexual minorities, then failed
vetbally threatened or harassed and 21 % homes, rejection by families, etc.
to inform hotline operators that they
had been physically confronted or asSimilarly, judges all too often are weretotakereportsonanti-gay/lesbian
saulted. The report also revealed that impediments to justice. The NGLTF violence in addition to the others on the
list. The resulting protest brought the
among high school and junior high stu- report cites the following:
contrite DoJ back to its senses, and the
dents, 33-49% had been harassed, or
In a 1988 case involving the beatdepartment agreed to accept these rehad experienced threats and/or violence
while in school. The 1988 New York
ing death of an Asian-American
ports.
Governor's Task Force on Bias Related
gay man, a Broward County (FL)
Hate crimes bills containing clauses
Circuit Judge jokingly asked the
regarding sexual orientation have passed
Violence found teens surveyed about
their biases against various minorities
prosecuting attorney, "That's a
in the District of Columbia, Connecticrime now, to beat up a homosexcut, Iowa, Maryland, Massachusetts,
reacted more negatively to gay people
than any other group -- perceiving gays
ual?" The prosecutor answered,
New Hampshire, New Jersey and Veras "legitimate targets" that can be openly
"Yes, sir. And it's also a crime to
mont. In Georgia, Missouri, New York
kill them." To this the judge reand Pennsylvania, anti-gay legislators
attacked. A number of students even
blocked or defeated these bills precisely
threatened violence against gays.
plied, "Times have really changed."
because they included such a clause.
While hate group attacks consti- 1
tute a minority of crimes against gay
As with sexual assault survivors, Legislation is pending in California,
and lesbian people, they are dramati- the victim is often blamed for provok- Florida, Michigan, Missouri, Nebraska,
cally rising. In prison, rape of gays is ing his or her attack with the "homo- New York, Pennsylvania, Utah and
widespread and generally condoned by sexual panic defense." This accuses the Washington.
As anti-gay, lesbian and bisexual
prison officials. Severe beatings by victim of being sexually aggressive
violence rises, so does activism within
the community. Evetything from classes
in defusing violent situations to lobbying for hate crimes bills to Pink Panther
community patrols in New York City
are evidence that the gay/lesbian and
Ending homophobic violence
bisexual community is actively resistis not just the responsibility
ing homophobic violence. Coalition work
has paid off on the federal, state, and
of gay people.
local levels. Yet even in coalitions, home>
phobia in other target groups prevents
effective educational efforts to link
violence against lesbian and gay people
to
violence against oppressed minori(reversing
the
role
of
victim
and
assailguards, isolation in strip cells and verand women.
ties
to
expeant),
causing
the
defendant(s)
bal abuse are not uncommon. The Iowa
But just as sexist violence can not be
Men's Reformatory requires gay pris- rience acute panic and attack in "selfoners to wear black dots on their ID defense." As bizarre as this seems, the stopped by women, or racist violence
tags, making them perfect targets for defense works because it appeals to the cannot be stopped solely by people of
old stereotype of gays as sexual preda- color, ending homophobic violence is
abuse.
Secondary victimization by police tors. If a gay victim has been murdered not just the responsibility of gay people.
and the judicial system is so common and thus cannot refute this accusation, This means a visible and vocal presence
that, like women survivors of sexual the panic defense is even more success- of non-gay people in the fight against
homophobia and heterosexism. Demoassault, gay/lesbian and bisexual people ful.
federal
hate
crimes
bill,
not
cratic
socialists must not only take a
The
fear reporting crimes committed against
stand
against this violence, we must
surprisingly,
encountered
fierce
oppothem. In anNGLTFsurveyofsix major
sitionfrom
thegangofanti-gayscreamexhort
non-gay activi~ts to participate
cities, beatings of gays by on and offers
in
Congress,
especially
the
King
of
in
gay
mobilizations and educational
duty cops increased dramatically in
Homophobes,JesseHelms.
(Coincidenefforts
to
eliminate homophobia. +
Boston, New York and Minneapolis/
tally
this
occurred
during
the
height
of
St.Paul. (Ironically, reports of abuse in
L.A. decreased last year.) The result is threats by activists to "out" closeted Claire Kaplan is co-chair of the DSA
as much as an 81 % failure to report gays who vote against gay rights legis- National Lesbian/Gay/Bisexual Comvictimization. Forty percent of victims lation.) Helm's virulence even embar- mission.
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Kaplan from page 4
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Leckie from page 11
ooist), and as base communities of faith
that are more quickly responsive to the
personal and political needs of an oppressed community. The arena of power
is shifting as the needs of our communities become cleArer.
Recently I was interviewed by a
national church news magazine and was
asked, "Don't you believe it's because
homosexuals have used their sexuality
merely to gain political power that many
people in the churches feel threatened
and skeptical?" This question assumes
a heterosexual right to power. L e s bian, gay and bisexual people are affirming the use of new mooels of power
in our new religious communities. Rather
than competing for rights within a
dominant, hierarchical mooel, we are
doing the time-consuming, intentional
work of being communities of consensus. We begin with an acknowledgement that there are different power
dynamics. The power of the dominant
sociopolitical system is not the power
we desire. Power that is power-over is
destructive; it is the injustice that Martin
Luther King, Jr. referred to as "the
violence of the spirit." We do not seek to
defeat or humiliate those we identify as
opponents. The tension is between justice and injustice, between the forces of
right and wrong, between the isolation
of the individual and the caring of the
community.
Lesbian, gay, and bisexual people
have a unique awareness about the power
inherent in becoming visible, of refusing to be hidden. It is the desire for
justice that creates its own power. Any
time that people dare to name themselves and claim their right to be, whether
in this country or in South Africa, it is a
political statement. To say "I Am!" is
both profoundly political, because it
declares our rightful presence in the
world, and profoundly spiritual, because
it changes our relationships to ourselves,
others, and our deity.
The emerging base communities of
faith within the lesbian, gay, and bisexual communities are moving away from
the privatistic understanding of Goo
and ethics. For too long this idea of a

private GOO has been used by many
religious institutions to disempower
people and centralize authority. The
idea that Goo can "surgically insert"
divine will into our Ii ves and effect change
in just one individual belies the reality
of interconnected lives in which every
action we take has a direct effect on
everyone and everything else. In the liberation of community, in the celebration of our several and various "I Ams!"

suggested that our anger will either
consume and destroy us or it will transform us into people of hope. When we
live without hope we often choose violence. Imprisoned, we often choose to
hurt ourselves, or another, in order to
break free.
Being politically correct is not enough
to maintain hope. It takes an understanding, an inner awareness that the
oppression we are engaged against is

The end we seek is life lived in
compassionate caring and
justice-making.
we find the source of collective power
that impels us to work for the liberation
of all people from injustice.
This work takes on various forms .
At Spirit of the River, for instance, we
utilize an old technique, a Telephone
Circle, to mobilize the community for
political action: demonstrations, meetings, letter-writing campaigns, marches,
civil disobediences, lobbying. Any
member of the community who needs
to can start the circle of communication . There is no hierarchy of need, ut
there is an understanding the Circle is
not started unless the need for justicemaking in a given context is present.
In comm unity we meet one another
at the places of our coming out, the
places where we make ourselves available to one another and hence to the
world. In these places of vulnerability
we care for one another by listening to
each other very carefully. This is not a
model of power that we have experienced in our day-to-day living within
the dominant culture. In listening we
discern how to direct our own spiritual,
social, and political energies against the
forces of evil rather than against the
persons caught up in those forces.
Understandably our inner resources
to keep doing this work become depleted, and we find ourselves on the
verge of becoming like our oppressors,
enraged and fearful. James Baldwin
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not the sort ofpower we wish to achieve.
The power we are fighting for is the
power unleashed when a mutually empowering community of people gathers
to stem the flood of injustice in a specific time and in a specific place. We
gather to declare our own "I Ams!" in
the face of all oppression, and to empower the weak, the broken, and the
suffering to stand with us.
This is the circle of emerging lesbian, gay and bisexual spiritualities. The
power we gain by being together in
worship and in a safe community allows us to touch again the reserves that
keep us going -- doing the same work,
meeting the same hate day after day,
year after year. For the doing of justice
is not the end we seek, but the means.
The end we see k is life lived in compassionate caring and justice-making. The
end is liberated a nd mutuallyempoweringrelationships between all people and
the earth . •:•

The Rev. Will Leckie, an ordained minister in the United Church of Christ, is
co-pastor of Spirit of the River, a base
community of faith exploring what it
means to follow the way ofJesus Christ
in New York City and the world. The
community gathers for celebration, affirmation,justice-making, and healing
Sunday evenings at 6:00 p.m. at 215
West 98th Street in Manhattan.
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Searching for Signs of Life
A Chronicle of Socialist Feminism
by Felicia Kornbluh
WOMEN, CLASS AND THE FEMINIST 11\lAGINATION: A SOCIALIST-FEMINIST READER edited by
Karen V. Hansen and Ilene J. Philipson, Temple
University Press, 1990, 624 pp.

In

like Karen Nussbaum of the working women's union Nine to
Five-· who make cameo appearances in the book, and others
who came too late to be noticed, but not to be influenced, by
the 1960s-70s generation. Consider the writers and scholars,
like cultural critic Barbara Ehrenreich, historian Linda Gordon,
novelist/historian Meredith Tax and political theorist Zillah
Eisenstein, who continue their work as socialist feminists.
And consider how widely they are heard -- Tax's novel, Riuington Street, sold in supermarkets; Ehrenreich writes a
column for Time.
Despite these signs of life in socialist feminism, a rise-

Karen

Women, Class and the Feminist Imagination,
Hansen and Ilene Philipson chronicle a sad story. The essays
collected describe a progression from the heyday of socialist
feminist theorizing and organizing in the late 1960s and
early 1970s, to theoretical confusion and organizational collapse from about 1976 to 1981. They indicate that socialist
feminist thinking then retreated into the academy and its organizing simply ceased. In their editors' introduction to this
weighty volume, Hansen and Philipson ask: "Can [socialist
feminism's] unbridled radicalism offer a fresh and challenging perspective on life in the 1990s? Or is it doomed to
irrelevance in a country with little history of socialism and a
current distaste for left-wing ideas?" Unfortunately, from
the essays they present, the latter scenario is more likely.
Now, I wasn't there, so I don't entirely know, but the
history of socialist feminism doesn't seem so deeply dour. So
the socialist strain in feminism was eclipsed by "radical"
goddess-worshippers and pornography obsessives. N utsy left
sectarians made leader-averse, unwieldy women's groups
ultimately unmanageable. And many of the early apostles
lost their way -- had babies, got deeper into their careers,
stopped going to meetings or moved into organizing for
reproductive rights or for peace. The 1980s and early 1990s
haven't been fun for any of us.

The Longest Revolution
But let's stand back for a moment. As Juliet Mitchell
wrote in the article that leads off this volume, women's has
indeed been "the longest revolution." It was a long time
coming, and there were never good reasons to believe that it
would finish in a hurry. Think about what socialist feminism
has accomplished, as a grid for looking at the world and a
strand of intellectual life, if not as an autonomous social
movement. Consider the many activists and organizers --
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Is socialist feminism
doomed to irrelevance
in a country with
little history of
socialism?

1

and-fall narrative dominates the book. The first section,
"The Past," contains four essays each on the theoretical
foundations of socialist feminism, its organizations, reexaminations of theory and organizing. Theoretical essays
showcase the movement's strengths -- its engagement with
Marxism and vast horizons of contemporary scholarship, its
intellectual rigor and ability to reexamine its own ideas.
Among the classics are Gayle Rubin's "The Traffic in Women,"
the anthropological essay that introdu~ the concept of a
"sex/gender system" operating in all societies, and Heidi
Hartmann's "Capitalism, Patriarchy, and Job Segregation
by Sex," a land mark work of economic theory that demanded
attention to "the role of men - ordinary men, men as men,
men ns workers -- m maintnining women's inferiority in the
labor market."
continued on page 23
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ACT UP created this mock graveyard outside the National Institutes of Health last May.

Good Intentions of a Convert
by Dorothee Benz
GOOD INTENTIONS: HOW BIG BUSINESS AND THE
MEDICAL ESTABLISHMENT ARE CORRUPTING
THE FIGHT AGAINST AIDS by Bruce Nussbaum,
Atlantic Monthly Press, 1990, 352 pp.
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Bruce Nussbaum's Good Intentions is clearly written
by someone who is an outsider to his subject. This is both the
book's dominating weakness and its greatest asset. Nussbaum, a writer for Business Week, seems personally unaffected by the AIDS crisis. He is not a Person With AIDS
(PWA); he is not a physician or a scientist; he is not gay; and
he is not an activist.Nussbaum is a person who has stumbled
upon the horrors that the government and industry response
OT lack of response) to the AIDS epidemic have created.
In particular, Good Intentions describes and explains the
-ngdeiaym developing any anti-AIDS drugs and the virtual
aMcna"'! of any alternative treatment to AZT, the predomi-
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nant anti-AIDS drug. N ussbaum's incredulity at discovering
that drug development has more to do with profit and
personal ambition than it does with providing health care is
sometimes disturbing, sometimes almost touchingly naive.
To AIDS activists, health care reform advocates, and leftists
of all stripes--not to mention millions of Americans whose
personal encounters with the medical establishment have
left them frustrated or despaired--this is not news.
It was not until 1987, six years after AIDS had been
identified and thousands had died from it, that the first anitAIDS drug, AZT, beame available on the market. The drug,
however, is too toxic for half of all PWAs to use. A few other
drugs are now available, but AZT still dominates the market.

Challenging Industry Wisdom
Meanwhile, a growing, organized community of people
affected by AIDS has developed its own research and development, which has been arguably more effective than that
done by the government and the phannaceutical industry.
PWAs, the physicians that treat them, and the communities

MAY/JUNE 1991

that are most ravaged by AIDS have
organized and challenged the government and industry wisdom on effective
treatment. For instance, AIDS activists
have repeatedly called for research into
effective ways of combatting the opportunistic diseases that actually kill AIDS
patients, rather than focusing on antiviral drugs. This community has also
pushed continuously for faster drug de-

Intentions fails to adequately take other are limited to one or two sentence platifactors into consideration.
tudes. Nowhere in the book does NussNussbaum makes passing reference baum address t he underlying issue of a
to the fact that government AIDS fund- for-profit health care system.
Yet Bruce Nussbaum writes with
ingwasnonexistentbefore 1985, but he
does not acknowledge the enormous con- 1 the fervor of a convert. His indignation
sequences this had. He is dismissive of has not been blunted by years of frusthe role that homophobia plays in the trating activism or by the cynicism that
reluctance to find treatments and a activists develop to protect themselves.
cure for the disease. And he is negligent His moral outrage is refreshing and
even a little contagious. +
Dorothee Benz, a DSA member, is editor of a local New York union
1
newspaper, and is a freelance writer and
photagrapher.

He paints a p icture
of scientists using
AIDS to m ake their
careers
velopment, aCCESS to experimental treatments, and changes in the way drug
trials are conducted. And they have rallied against the outrageous cost of AZT,
which was first marketed for about
$9,000 per year.
Nussbaum argues that the focus on
anti-viral treatments for AIDS is a result of the prestige of viral research. He
paintsapictureofscientistsusingAIDS
to make their careers by searching for
breakthroughs in viral medicine. And
he maintains that AZT's dominance in
the market is a direct result of many
careers tied to AZT's success. In his
cogent critique of drug development,
Nussbaum descibesa process controlled
by a relatively small number of established, elite scientists--sitting on both
government decision-making bodies and
industry payrolls.

CLASSIFIEDS
INTERNSHIPS available now at the DSA
National Office in NYC for 1991. Contact Ginny Coughlin (212) 962-0390.

in discussing the recent demographic
shift ofAIDS infection from gay men to
intravenousdrugusers and poor people,
particularly people of color. The complexities of this changing PWA population; the obstacles of racism, homophobia, and prejudice confronting drug
addicts; and new forms of AIDS prevention, particularly the urgent need
for needle exchange programs--all are
ignored in Nussbaum's account.

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF THE AMERICAN
LEFT, 970 pp., dozens of entries on and/
or by DSAers. Get socialism into your libraries. $95 prepaid to Garland Publishing, 136 Madison Avenue, New York, NY
10016.
ACTIVISTS wanted to organize low income neighborhoods nationwide. Fight
for housing, health, education. Contact
ACORN, 522 8th Street, SE, Washington, DC 20003 (202) 547-9292.

Health Care Connection

And finally, Nussbaum fails to recognize the context in which this crisis
has unfolded: a health care system that,
in the words of Walter Cronkite, is
"neither healthy nor caring nor a system." The book does not deal with the
cost or availability of AIDS treatment.
Nort does it recognize that the capitalist premise of profitmakes the crisis it
Devastating Injustice
describes inevitable.
Nussbaum's crusade is really to take
In the end, Good Intentions lacks a
this old-boy network to task for its self- coherent analysis of the problems it
serving ways. Considering that the re- describes. It does not add much insight
sult of this system has been millions of to the structural problem that has crewasted research dollars, disastrously slow ated the crisis Nussbaum so passiontreatment development, an ongoing lack ately illustrates. The book makes sweepof effective treatment, and thousands inggeneralizations acknowledging that
upon thousands of deaths, every ounce the history ofAIDS treatment is merely
of anger and disgust he levels at them is anexampleofadrugdevelopmentproccertainly justified. But in the process of ess that does not work in general, but
depicting this devastating injustice, Good these gestures at the larger problems

MEET OTHER LEFT SING~ through
Concerned Singles Newsletkr. Men and
women who care about peace, social justice, and racial equality. National and
international membership. All ages. Since
1984. Free Sample: Box 555-D, Stockbridge, MA 01262.
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nationwide listing covering organizing,
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Coming Soon in DEMOCRATIC

LEFT • • •

•An interview with Desma Holcomb of the
Ll:sbian and Gay Labor Network .
.. Multiculturalism and the Le~: Is There an
Alternative to P.C. and the Canon?
•Watch for the Annual Labor Day Issue
of DEMOCRATIC LEFT Coming in September.

the transformative socialist-feminist wages do not increase as they learn new
An overview of local organiza- skills. Baran debunks a left myth about
dream.
page 20
tions, "Women's Unions and the Search capitalist development and a mainstream
The reexaminations include Bar- for a Political Identity," offers only a myth about the skills needed in clerical
bara Ehrenreich's argument that a "dual glimmer of hope. Despite the unions' work. Without asking both socialist and
1Y9tems," or "capitalism-plus-patriar- , collapse, "many union veterans oontinue feminist questions, she would not have
cby," model was inadequate to explain to be politically active in reproductive reached the conclusions she did.
conflicts between capitalism and patri- rights organizing, Oabor] union struggla:i,
archy. "The Impasse of Socialist Femi- the peace movement, NOW, National An Incomprehensible Dream
nism," a roundtable discussion with Lawyers Guild, and other progressive
Most disappointing is the book's
movement \"eterans conducted by Phil- organizations and movements. Most . .. final section, "The Future." The priviipson in 1985, provides a rethinking of continue to think of themselves as so- leged last word goes to post-modern
the IDO\-emenL Deirdre English com- cialists and feminists."
theorist Donna Haraway in a piece titled
ments, "It'S\'E!J')'sad that in such a short
"A Manifesto for Cyborgs: Science,
timuomuchofthatenergyhasdrained Focus on Pornography
Technology, and Socialist Feminism in
away, while, in the face of the nght, we
The book's middle section, "The the Last Quarter." Haraway resists
have to pedal hard to stay in the same Present," focuses on mothering, the narrativity, which means that she replace, or fight for demands initiated by current economy, pornography, and sists readability. She resists "totalizing"
mainstream feminists. I still expect a women's work. However, its three es- theory, which means resisting clear
new, reenergizing burst of feminist in- says on pornography are at least two arguments. She certainly resists statsighL But when?•
too many. And the essays on economic ing her notions in the familiar terms of
structure and women's work could have socialist feminism. For the future, HarSounds Groovy?
been stronger. Socialist feminism lacks away offers the inoomprehensible dream
The essays on organizations point many things, but labor historians and of "a powerful infidel heteroglossia."
to the movement's weaknesses. "The social scientists are not among them.
IfHaraway's fancy theoretical footSocial Experience of Bread and Roses,"
Strangely, nothing in the section, work is all we have to look forward to,
for example. risks reducing its subject "Women, Work, and the Labor Move- then socialist feminism deserves the
to farce. Author Annie Popkin studies ment" discusses the labor movement in early death that Hansen and Philipson
"women's community" and "culture" any depth. However, Barbara Baron's apparently believe it to have suffered.
in Bread and Roses. An organization contribution, "The New Economy: But if Haraway is not the end of the
that argued viciously about "whether Female Labor and the Office of the road, and if the insights from the first
the articles that women wrote and cir- Future" shows how socialist-feminist section of this book have not been lost
culated were to be signed or to remain research can influence broader areas of completely, then socialist feminism still
anonymous," and helped its members thought. Unlike Harry Braverman's has much to live for.+
learn "traditionally 'feminine' crafts analysis of "deskilJing" under indus[sewing and knitting] in bright colors trial capitalism, Baran shows that cleri- Felicia Kombluh is a research scholar
oelebrating womanhood and com mu- cal workers in the present-day economy at th£ Institute for Policy Studies and
nity," sounds groovy; yet it is far from areactually"reskilling." However, their th£ Wolfson Center.

Kornbluhtrom
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JANIE HIGGINS REPORTS
(
'IDER
Under Communism, Czech government officials used to
deny that homosexuality existed in their country. But now
they flaunt it. According to New York's OutWeek Magazine,
the government newspaper, Czechoslovak Soldier, now features a regular column on lesbian and gay issues -- including
sexually explicit photographs. The Czechs also have a new
national gay and lesbian organization, Svaz Lambda.

I

A fM
BUREAUCRACY?
It's not often you hear of a high level government official
fired for misconduct -- let alone for insensitivity to women.
Well, it takes a socialist! It seems that Ontario Prime Minister Bob Rae, a democratic socialist, dismissed his Minister of
Financial Institutions for not being enough of a feminist.

DU
New York City's St. Patrick's Day Parade made headlines when it refused to allow lesbians and gays to march in
their own contingent. But it wasn't a first. In 1935, Mike
Quill, president of the Transit Workers Union, was not
permitted to march in the parade. Why? Because his politics
were deemed •too radical.•

SUN

VE THE BANKS
The modem industrial robber barons have been telling
us for years that protecting the environment means sacrificing growth and financial strength. But, Vermont has shown
that green laws may not be such bad news for the nation's
failing banks. According to a New York Times report, Vermont has been spared from the flood of New England bank
failures by the state's strict environmental laws. Those regulations allowed Vemont to stave off the reckless development
that characterized the '80s -- and is now devastating lending
institutions. Coincidentally, the New England state with the
worst record on the environment, New Hampshire, also has
the most troubled or failed banks.
':;R

The Amalgamated Clothing and Textile Workers Union
(ACTWU) has proven itself to be as crafty as the capitalists.
When J.P. Morgan tried to provide investors a sneaky way of
circumventing sanctions against South Africa, AC'IWU caught
them. The big banking house has been selling stock in South
African companies by using obscure stock proxies called
American depository receipts (ADRs). When ACTWU protested, a Morgan official replied," We see ADRs differently.•

* SWIM * SOCIALISM

It's the Fifth Annual DSA National Leadership Retreat!

SocIALISM AND AcTIVISM:
FIRST STEPS FoR THE

* July -7. 1991 *
Invited speakers include: Corn.el West, Barbara
Ehrenreich and Steve Max. Workshops include: The
Movement for Health Care Reform, Race and Class in
Urban Politics, Next Steps for the Peace Movement. ..
plus a special organizing session for activists.

'90s

Located in beautiful Ambler, PA. .. minutes from the
PA Turnpike and accessible by Amtrak.
Your registration fee includes two nights lodging
and all meals, plus swimming, tennis, softball
and horticultural gardens to explore!

.

Return this form with your preregistration fee of $25 or full registration fee of $120 to reserve a place!
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I am enclosing $25.

D

I am enclosing$120.
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Pleasesendmoreinfo.

Make checks payable to IDS. Return to: DSA, 15 Dutch St., #500, NY, NY 10038.

